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Rachana is the Technovation Cambodia virtual ambassador, she encourages girls from age 12 to 18 years old to join Technovation, an initiative to make coding accessible and fun. Rachana also acts as a role model for young girls and women, stimulating their curiosity and inspiring them to study or pursue a career in technology, science and engineering.
MEET THE MAIN CHARACTER!

RACHANA TECH | 12 Y.O | PHNOM PENH
NERD, PROACTIVE, CURIOUS!!
WHAT'S IN HER BAG?

LIKES
- TECHNOLOGY
- READING
- ANIMAL LOVER 😻
- HAIR BRAID

DISLIKES
- SINGLE-USE PLASTIC
- SMALL BAGS
- FIGHTING

"I AM NOT ONLY A TECH USER, BUT ALSO A TECH CREATOR!" -

BROther (viReAk)  
Mom  
Dad  
Cat (Mr. Scratch)
MEET THE FRIENDS!

MOLLY KUL | 12 Y.O | PHNOM PENH
SHY, SMART, LIKES TO PANIC!!

WHAT’S IN HER BAG?

LIKES
- STUDYING
- STEM (MATH, SCIENCE, CODE)
- COLLECTING STUDY MATERIALS

DISLIKES
- BEING DISORGANIZED
- CROWDED PLACES
- TALKING TO PEOPLE

“EVERYDAY IS A NEW OPPORTUNITY TO
BECOME A BETTER VERSION OF YOURSELF.”-

DARA DONG | 11.5 Y.O | BATTAMBANG
GENEROUS, KIND, AND HUNGRY

WHAT’S IN HIS BAG?

LIKES
- COOKING AND EATING
- SHARING
- OPTIMISTIC

DISLIKES
- STARVING
- BEING TEASED
- JUNK FOOD

“SHARING IS CARING.”-
MEET THE SENIOR

TERRY BATT | 14 Y.O | KAMPONG CHAM
CALM, FRIENDLY, PATIENT

WHAT'S IN HER BAG?

DIARY

TERRY'S FAMILY PHOTO

LIKES
- BEING CLEAN
- CODING
- TRAVELLING

DISLIKES
- MESSY HAIR
- BEING LATE

“GIRLS CAN CODE TOO.” -
EPISODE 1: A FRIEND IN NEED

RACHANA, A NEW STUDENT IN CLASS 6B ON HER FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL...

[Image of a comic strip with a young girl named Rachana sitting alone on a bench, then surrounded by a group of blue characters. One character holds a piece of paper that reads: "Food For Thought: Start a business, one needs a good and understanding partner(s) or friends!"

Another character holds a piece of paper that reads: "Steve Chen created YouTuber in 2005 with two good friends."

A third character says: "I need friends..."

A fourth character stands nearby with a coffee cup that says "Go Green."]
RACHANA IS WALKING HOME AFTER CLASS. SHE'S STILL SAD THAT SHE HAS NOT MADE ANY FRIENDS YET...

AT THIS POINT, ONLY A MIRACLE CAN FIND ME A FRIEND....

MEOW!!

HAS MY PRAYER FINALLY WORKED?

MEOW!! MEOW!!!

HEY THERE, LITTLE GUY. WHY ARE YOU ALL ALONE HERE?

YOU LOOK KINDA SIMILAR TO A CAT I KNOW... DO YOU WANT TO BE MY FRIEND?

OH I KNOW! YOU LOOK JUST LIKE THE CAT FROM SCRATCH!!

I GUESS I'LL NAME YOU MR. SCRATCH TOO!
EPISODE 3: HOBBIES MAKE YOU FRIENDS

Hello, kids. Today, we'll be studying science.

Lesson 3: Electricity
1. Source of Electricity

Hello, young scientists. Today, we'll be exploring the world of electricity!!

I couldn't have forgotten it, or could I?

Guess I'm just gonna fail. "Sigh!"

H-H-Hi... we can s-share my book... if you want.

Really?! Thanks!! My name is Rachana! And I owe you my life!

H-Nice to meet you. I am, er, Molly. Molly Kul. I l-like your drawing. Is that scratch the cat?

Yeah! You know him too? Wait, do you code too?

Y-H-Yes, just a bit. In my free time only. Let's get back to studying...

Break Time

EPISODE 4: NEVER MISS THE BUS AGAIN

RACHANA IS WAITING FOR HER MOM TO PICK HER UP FROM THE BUS STOP...

MOM SURE IS TAKING HER TIME...

HEY KIDDO! SORRY! I WAS WAITING FOR THE BUS, DIDN'T KNOW WHEN IT'D COME SO I KEPT WAITING...

HI MOM! IT'S FINE. I'LL TEACH YOU A WAY!

IF YOU DOWNLOAD THIS APP, IT'LL SHOW EVERYTHING ABOUT PUBLIC BUS SYSTEM!

BUS ROUTES
BUS STOPS
LIVE LOCATION

OH, WOW! I DIDN'T KNOW THIS EXISTED! THAT'S AMAZING!

THANK YOU, MY LITTLE POTATO HEAD!

HEHE, THE NEXT BUS IS COMING IN 2 MINUTES!
EPISODE 5: PROGRAMMERS AND COOKS

Rachana and Molly Kul were told by their teacher that there's a cool event on the notice board, so they went to check it out...

So what are we looking for?

There's this thing called Technovation...

Hey look! I found it!

Do you want to join?

Yes! Ooh no... I signed up for this cooking class because I'm hungry.
EPISODE 6: WOMEN IN TECH!

RACHANA TOLD HER FAMILY SHE'S JOINING TECHNOVATION BUT...

NOT LIKE THERE ARE MANY WOMEN IN THAT FIELD ANYWAY...
JUST SAYING...

HUH?

THAT'S WHERE YOU'RE WRONG

BRO!!

SOK SIKIENG
STEM EDUCATOR & ADVOCATE

SUIT YOURSELF. JUST DON'T COME CRYING WHEN YOU LOSE.
I'M FULL.

BUT LOOK! LOOK!! ALL WOMEN IN TECH!!

SHE SURE LOOKED DETERMINED. I BETTER FIND IT.

AHH. FINALLY FOUND YOU, MY OLD FRIEND.
EPISODE 7: THE GOOD BAD GUY

RACHANA IS STILL SAD BECAUSE OF WHAT HER BROTHER SAID. HER PARENTS TRY TO CHEER HER UP...

YOU'RE GONNA SUPPORT ME, RIGHT? MR SCRATCH?

WE ALL DO, RACHANA.

RIGHT? VIREAK? JUST COME OUT.

I'M COMING... I'M COMING.

LAPTOP'S PRETTY OLD, BUT STILL WORKS. I CAN TEACH YOU TRICKS LATER, IF YOU WANT...

SILLY, YOU MIGHT DROP IT!

THANK YOU SO MUUUUUCH!
EPISODE 8: A SMALL VICTORY

THE FIRST DAY OF TECHNOLATION ARRIVES...

ARE YOU READY FOR THE BEST TIME OF YOUR LIFE??

GATHER ROUND, GIRLS!! AND INTRODUCE YOURSELVES TO PEOPLE NEARBY!

OH, I SEE SOMEONE!! SHE’S APPROACHING!!

HI, I’M TERRY BATT!! NICE TO MEET YOU!

WOW, HI. I’M RACHANA!

H-H-HI… "PANICS" (OH NO, HOW DO I TALK TO A SENIOR?! SHE’S SO TALL, IDK WHAT TO SAY! WHAT DO I DO??!)

HI RACHANA! AND YOUR NAME?

TELL HER YOUR NAME. RELAX…

MOLECULE!!!

I M-MEAN MY N-NAME IS MOLLY KUL! I’M 12!

(MOLLY, YOU CAN’T GIVE UP AND RUN! JUST DO IT!)

A MINUTE AFTER TERRY WALKS PAST…

TERRY BATT? BATT TERRY? HMM… WHY IS HER NAME SO FAMILIAR?

PHEW, I MADE IT. I DIDN’T FAINT.
EPISODE 9: WHAT TO DO!?

TODAY IS MONDAY AND RACHANA IS NOT HAVING IT. SHE HAS SO MUCH TO DO. WHAT TO DO FIRST?

I DON'T KNOW WHAT TO START WITH FIRST!!

EXAM? OR TECHNO-VATION?

AND FAMILY AND FRIENDS AND MY HARVEST MOON!!

THERE, THERE...

LET'S LEARN ABOUT PRIORITY!!

PRIORITY MEANS RANKING OUR TASKS BASED ON ITS IMPORTANCE SO WE KNOW WHAT TO WORK ON FIRST AND WHAT WE CAN WORK ON LATER!

FAMILY

MR. SCRATCH

GAME

TECHNO-VATION, THIS SUNDAY.

WATCH TV

EXAM, THIS THURSDAY.

FRIENDS

DRAWING

IT'S EARLIER, AND YOU WILL STILL HAVE 2 DAYS LEFT FOR TECHNO-VATION!

AND FOOD IS ALWAYS A PRIORITY!!
**EPISODE 10: SLEEP TIME**

RACHANA LOSES TRACK OF TIME AND FORGETS TO SLEEP. LUCKILY, SHE HAS SOMEONE TO REMIND HER.

8:30 PM

POK POK POK!!

RACHANA, IT'S TIME TO SLEEP!

OKAY, MOM. JUST GONNA FINISH THIS A BIT.

9:00 PM

9:30 PM

10:00 PM

I GUESS IT IS TIME TO SLEEP.

9:30 PM

SOO TIRED...

NEED TO FINISH FAST...

10:05 PM

GOOD BOY, SCRATCH
EPISODE 11: JUST ONE MORE!

RACHANA'S MOM GIFTED RACHANA A NEW BOOK AND SHE'S BEEN WAITING FOR SO LONG TO READ IT.

KARROT THE SCIENTIST FINDS A CURE!

I WAITED SO LONG FOR YOU!

I'LL JUST READ A FEW PAGES. OKAY JUST A BIT MORE. A FEW MORE WON'T HURT HEHE.

WOW, THIS IS A GOOD PART! I CAN'T STOP NOW.

OKAY, JUST THIS ONE PAGE.

GUESS SOMEONE'S ADDICTED TO FACEBOOK!
EPISODE 12: DO WHAT YOU LOVE

RACHANA INVITES EVERYONE TO HER HOUSE TODAY. WHILE WAITING FOR OTHER FRIENDS TO COME, RACHANA SITS AND TALKS WITH HER FIRST GUEST.

WHAT'S WRONG? YOU LOOK SAD...

OH NOTHING! I'M FINE :)

OKAY... I'M JUST A LITTLE UPSET. MY FRIEND DOESN'T SUPPORT ME IN CODING :

ARE YOU SURE?

I'M SORRY TO HEAR THAT BUT...

LOOK! YOU ARE AMAZING AT WHAT YOU'RE DOING. DO WHAT YOU LOVE, AND LOVE WHAT YOU DO.

AND NOW A BIG HUG FOR YOU!!

OH! I HEAR A BELL! I THINK DARA IS COMING! WITH FOOOOOOOOOOO!

“KEEP GOING!”
EPISODE 13: ERROR 404
RACHANA AND MOLLY CAN'T SEEM TO SOLVE A CODING EXERCISE AND THEY NEED HELP.

WHY IS IT GLOOMY IN HERE?

CODING IS CHALLENGING...

THERE... THE CODE...

ERROR

LOL, THIS CODE?

WANT TO GRAB FOOD?

SURE

ERROR

CODING IS MISERY...

DURING

THE

BREAK

10 MINS LATER

SUCCESS

CODING IS A MYSTERY.
I SWEAR THIS THING JUST GETS HEAVIER BY THE DAY!

MINE WEIGHED LIKE A TON BACK IN THE DAYS.

"THIS IS US AND MY FIRST DESKTOP. AND YOU'RE ALWAYS EATING A FLOPPY DISK." THIS IS ME AND MY CODING FRIENDS DURING HIGH SCHOOL.

WOAH

NOT EVEN ONE FEMALE FRIEND?

IT WOULD HAVE BEEN A MIRACLE TO HAVE A FEMALE STUDENT.

AND I HAVE JUST THE RIGHT PICTURE!

LOOK THERE'S AN OPEN SLOT!

A NEW GENERATION OF CODERS!
EPISODE 15: ROLE MODEL

TODAY, TECHNOVATION TOOK THE GIRLS TO DO A COMPANY VISIT.

GIRLS, WE'LL BE MEETING THE CEO!

GOOD MORNING! I AM MALIS. NICE TO MEET EVERYONE!

3 TIPS TO ACHIEVE YOUR GOAL: WORK WELL IN TEAM, COMMITMENT AND THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX.

YOU'RE AMAZING...

YOU ALL HAVE BRIGHT MINDS AND YOU'LL BE SUCCESSFUL ONE DAY! JUST KEEP WORKING!

LATER TOMORROW

RACHANA, IS THAT YOU? WHAT'S WITH THIS GET UP?

GLAD YOU ASKED. HEHE. THIS IS MY FIRST STEP TO SUCCESS.
EPISODE 16: THE LUCKY ONES

IT'S CONGRATULATIONS CEREMONY BUT RACHANA'S TEAM DIDN'T MAKE IT TO THE GLOBAL FINAL ROUND AT THE U.S.

DON'T BE SAD. WE MADE IT THIS FAR.

I KNOW, BUT WE SHOULD HAVE DONE BETTER.

BUT WE LEARNT A LOT AND HAD FUN, DIDN'T WE? THAT'S ALL THAT MATTERS.

LATER AT HOME

YEAH, YOU'RE RIGHT.

VIRAK, WHY IS NO ONE AROUND?

I DON'T KNOW. MAYBE THEY ALL WENT TO THE TOILETS?

WE LOVE YOU, TECH HEAD!

CONGRATULATIONS! WE'RE PROUD OF YOU!

GOOD JOB

MY SMART GIRLS!

WE ARE SO LUCKY.
EPISODE 17: A PARTING NOTE

SOMEONE GAVE A NOTE FOR RACHANA AND MOLLY.

OH WHAT'S THIS?

TO MOLLY AND RACHANA

TO MOLLY AND RACHANA,

THANKS FOR BEING MY FRIEND AND MAKE THIS JOURNEY ENJOYABLE. WE HAVE MADE A LOT OF MEMORIES DURING TECHNOVATION PROGRAM, EVEN IF WE ARE NOT IN THE SAME TEAM.

I'LL CARRY ON YOUR DREAMS WITH ME TO THE U.S.

YOUR FRIEND,
TERRY

WAY TO THE U.S, TECHNOVATION GLOBAL.

SO, WHAT NOW?

HAVE MORE FUN?

USAID
FROM THE AMERICAN PEOPLE
DEVELOPMENT INNOVATIONS

wapatoa
EPISODE 18: LEVEL UP

RACHANA, AN EXCITING STUDENT WAITING TO START HER NEW DAY WITH CLASS 7-B

JOIN STEM CLUB

BENEFITS:
1. DISCOVER STEM
2. IMPROVE SOFT SKILLS
3. MAKE NEW FRIENDS

แกนนำของ STEM CLUB!
MY NEARY IDOLS

MALYOEUR PLOUG
HEAD OF DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT
DRIVE INNOVATIVE PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MANAGE & PRIORITIZE DIGITAL PRODUCT ROADMAP

FAT SI EM
NETWORKING ENGINEER
TRANSMISSION PLANNING OF TELECOMMUNICATION
AWARD
CAMBODIA WOMEN TECH
CODING PLATFORMS

CODE.ORG

KHMER ACADEMY

MADE WITH CODE

FREE CODE CAMP

SCRATCH

FIND THE LINKS IN THE CAPTION ABOVE!
WHO ARE YOUR BEST FRIENDS?

YOU CAN DRAW AND DESCRIBE YOUR BEST FRIENDS DOWN BELOW!
PATHWAYS TO BE TECH CREATORS

WANT TO EXPLORE CODING AND PROGRAMMING JUST LIKE RACHANA? CHECK OUT THESE SITES.

TECHNOVATION Girls Cambodia
TECHNOVATION CAMBODIA
AGE: 10-18 YEARS OLD

Coding Cats
Rain Tree Cambodia
AGE: 15-18 YEARS OLD

Sisters of Code
AGE: 12-18 YEARS OLD

Champion Coders
AGE: 6-15 YEARS OLD

Cambodia Can Code
AGE: 4-15 YEARS OLD
BE A YOUNG INVENTOR

YOU'RE INVENTING A NEW, COOL DEVICE NO ONE HAS EVER SEEN BEFORE!
WHAT DOES IT LOOK LIKE?
WHAT CAN IT DO? HOW DO YOU USE IT?
DRAW IT HERE!
# Code Your Name!

Write your name in a system that computers understand!

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● | ● |

**Example: 'RACHANA'**

- R
- A
- C
- H
- A
- N
- A

This exercise was extracted from code.org. Learn more on their website!
GET READY FOR TECHNOVATION!

Tick all these boxes and you'll ace Technovation!

Technovation is a global tech entrepreneurship program that provides mentorship to young girls and women on technology to produce mobile app idea and business by identify community problem! The program runs for 12 weeks, and ends with national pitch celebration. Global Finalists will travel to the US.

Technovation Checklist

☐ Age 10 to 18 years old
☐ Available during the weekends from January to April
☐ Willing to work hard and learn as a team
☐ Committed to complete in the 12-week program
☐ Good level of English
☐ No prior coding or app development experience required

Optional:
☐ Basic computer skills
Valentina Tereshkova
The First Female Astronaut

Marie Curie
Physicist and Chemist
The First Woman to Receive a Nobel Prize

Ada Lovelace
The First Woman to Create a Computer Programming Language
DRAW YOUR FAMILY!

DRAW YOUR FAMILY MEMBERS BELOW AND WRITE DOWN WHY YOU ARE PROUD OF THEM!
WHAT WOULD YOU SAY?

IF YOU WERE MOLLY AND YOU HAD TO TALK TO A NEW FRIEND, WHAT WOULD YOU SAY? WRITE YOUR CONVERSATION DOWN BELOW!
PRIORITIZE YOUR TASKS

WHEN YOU HAVE TOO MANY THINGS TO DO,
IT’S HELPFUL TO PRIORITIZE THEM.
DO FIRST THINGS FIRST AND YOU’LL BE JUST FINE.

RACHANA NEEDS HELP PRIORITIZING HER TASKS!
CAN YOU HELP HER?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority 1:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register for Technovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read a new book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study for exam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spending time with family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do homework</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority 2:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drawing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority 3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Priority 3:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PRIORITY 1 (THE MOST IMPORTANT, AND WHAT YOU NEED TO DO NOW)

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

PRIORITY 2 (IMPORTANT, BUT YOU CAN DO LATER)

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

PRIORITY 3 (THE LEAST IMPORTANT)

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
SLEEP HEADS!

SOME TIPS TO HELP YOU SLEEP BETTER!

1. Go to bed and wake up at the same time each day
2. Make your room as dark as possible
3. Don’t drink coffee at least 6 hours before bed!
4. If you have something on your mind, write it down instead of letting it disturb your sleep!
5. Teens from age 12 - 17 should sleep at least 8 hours or more!

Try these tips out and see for yourself if your sleep has improved!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>HRS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MONDAY</td>
<td>SLEEP</td>
<td>9:00 PM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUESDAY</td>
<td>SLEEP</td>
<td>12:00 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Some tips to help you sleep better!

1. Go to bed and wake up at the same time each day.
2. Make your room as dark as possible.
3. Don't drink coffee at least 6 hours before bed!
4. If you have something on your mind, write it down instead of letting it disturb your sleep!
5. Teens from age 12 - 17 should sleep at least 8 hours or more!

Try these tips out and see for yourself if your sleep has improved!

STORY TIME

DO YOU LIKE TO READ JUST LIKE RACHANA? COME ON.
WRITE A SHORT STORY BELOW.
OR YOU CAN SUMMARIZE A STORY YOU REALLY LOVE!
PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

IN ORDER TO SOLVE A PROBLEM, WE MUST KNOW WHAT IT IS FIRST!
CAN YOU HELP YOUR CLASSMATES SOLVE SOME PROBLEMS?

STEP 1: ASK THREE OF YOUR CLASSMATES WHAT PROBLEMS THEY ARE HAVING.

CLASSMATE 1: ____________________________________________________________

CLASSMATE 2: ____________________________________________________________

CLASSMATE 3: ____________________________________________________________

STEP 2: TRY TO SOLVE THE PROBLEMS USING TECHNOLOGY.

SOLUTION 1: ____________________________________________________________

SOLUTION 2: ____________________________________________________________

SOLUTION 3: ____________________________________________________________
Problem Identification

In order to solve a problem, we must know what it is first!

Can you help your classmates solve some problems?

Step 1: Ask three of your classmates what problems they are having.

Classmate 1:

Classmate 2:

Classmate 3:

solution 1:

solution 2:

solution 3:

WHERE TO CODE?

Do you know where Rachana learns to code? You should give these a try too!

- CODE.org
- Khmer Academy
- freeCodeCamp
- Made with Code
- SCRATCH
Where Did They Come From?

What are the things that you know?

- **1876**: First Telephone by Alexander G. Bell
- **1879**: Light Bulb
- **1888**: Film Camera
- **1963**: Audio Cassette Tape
- **1884**: Commercial Handheld Phone
- **1990**: Microsoft Office Release
- **1996**: Google
- **2003**: Facebook Founded!
- **2008**: Rachana Was Born!
- **2019**: Scratch the Cat Was Born! Meow! (Scratch Program 3.0)
- **1943**: ENIAC, Computer as Big as a Room!
- **1983**: The Internet and CD!
- **1988**: Digital Camera
YOUR FIRST STEP TO SUCCESS

WHAT TYPE OF COMPANY WOULD YOU WANT TO HAVE?
DESCRIBE YOUR DREAM COMPANY AND
DESIGN YOUR COMPANY'S LOGO DOWN BELOW!

DRAW HERE!
Our lives are full of moments of happiness and sadness. Describe below about when you feel sad and happy!
Let's Go!

You don't have to go abroad to visit cool websites and tech companies! Here's a list and well, go visit them!

**Company**

**Arrowdot**
A company that works on automation, IoT electronics, industrial robots, etc. They also provide training on product designs, electronics, and programming, etc!

**Trey Visay**
An app that asks you some questions, to determine what career path you should have and what major you should study in university!

**Tesdopi**
An app that has math, physics and more exercises for high school exams! You cannot improve your grades if you don't know which subject you should focus on.

**Website**

**Wapatoa.com**
A website with Khmer and English articles, comics and videos on how to improve yourself! They use a lot of psychology, sciences, arts and philosophy to help you become better!

**Company**

**It Academy Step**
An international IT training center that currently works in 18 countries to provide quality IT related education for adults and children.
NEW YEAR NEW ME

RACHANA AND MOLLY HAVE SET SOME GOALS FOR THEIR NEW YEAR!
HOW ABOUT YOU?
WHAT DO YOU WANT TO ACHIEVE FOR THIS NEW YEAR?

EXAMPLE:
MOLLY'S NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS

1. JOIN STEM CLUB
2. JOIN MORE COMPETITIONS
3. CREATE A BOOK CLUB WITH CLASSMATES

HOW ABOUT YOURS?

_____________________'S NEW YEAR RESOLUTION

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 